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Safety First 

 
Instruct players before any throwing or hitting drill starts about these safety rules. 

 
Safety with Baseballs 

1. Do not throw a baseball unless the person you are throwing to is looking at you and waiting for you to 

throw them the ball. 

2. Do not walk in between or in front of people throwing a baseball. 

Safety with Bats 

1. Before you pick up a bat, you must but a helmet on your head. 

2. You do not pick up a bat unless a coach hands you a bat or tells you to pick up a bat. 

3. When walking with a bat, the end of the bat should be touching the ground by your feet. 

4. If you do not have a helmet on, you should not be near anyone with a bat. 

 
Information to Convey to Parents 

 
Can be done at beginning or at the end of the first clinic. 

 
Required Equipment 

1. Athletic Cup – Boys are required to wear on, girls are not 

2. Helmet – Everyone should have their own and be non-reflective (metallic looking) and be decal free.  The 

League may be able to supply one, if necessary. 

3. Glove – Every child must have their own 

4. Bat – Children may share bats, especially if they are playing on the same team as their sibling. 

Open to Any Questions 

1. Everyone will be contacted by their manager who will be responsible for scheduling and coordinating 

future practices. 

2. Expect 1 practice a week, plus 1 game per week during the season 

3. Date of Opening Day (if known) 

4. Inform parents that there is a lot of information at HTRBA.com 

5. Ask your manager anything 

6. Inform parents about Volunteer Opportunities include Manager, Coach and Team Parent 

a. If anyone approaches you at the clinic with interest about anyone of these opportunities, take 

their name and forward it on to the League President immediately. 

7. New Parents Meeting (if one is scheduled) 
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Throwing 

Fundamentals: 

 Always find the proper grip first 

 When throwing, the baseball should start out facing away from you.  When you look back down your 

throwing arm you should be your hand and fingers first, not the ball. 

 Throwing arm should start from extended position, not a bent elbow. 

 Pull the ball, do no push, from the extended position past your ear. 

 Step when you throw and step forward through the throw 

 

1. Grip and Wrist Action 

a. Find the “C” on the baseball and wrap two or three fingers around the “C”. (May be a bit 

advanced) 

b. Drill - Flick  

i. Emphasizes using your wrist to throw the ball 

ii. Player grips ball in throwing hand 

iii. Player puts the elbow of the throwing arm in their other hand in front of their chest 

iv. Players uses only their wrist to the throw the ball forward into the net 

2. Throwing 

a. Drill - Scarecrow Position 

i. Emphasizes turning your body to the target and lining up your shoulders 

ii. Players pretend they are a scarecrow pointing both hands straight out to the side 

iii. Players turn their body so their non-throwing hand (glove hand) is facing their target 

iv. Players then throw from this position 

b. Drill - Big Bounce 

i. Emphasizes following through with your throw and taking a step forward 

ii. Players get into the scarecrow position but instead of throwing it far and at the net they 

throw it as hard as they can into the ground 

c. Game - Throw at Chair 

i. Players take turns throwing a ball at a chair trying to hit it 
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Fielding 

 

Fundamentals: 

 Cannot field a ball if you are not first in baseball ready position 

 Use two hands 

 Move to or in front of the baseball, keeping in directly in front of you 

 Fingers touch the ground and ball rolls into the glove, no trapping the baseball 

 

1. Hand/Eye Coordination Drills without a Glove 

a. Drill - Pass ball from left to right hand and back 

b. Drill - Toss ball from left to right hand and back 

c. Drill - Pass ball around body to other hand forwards and backwards 

d. Drill - Toss ball from left to right hand with a clap in the middle 

2. Ground Balls with or without a Glove 

a. First, teach baseball ready and shuffle 

b. Second, teach them to “be an alligator” and “chomp” down on the ball with their non-glove hand. 

c. Drill - Rolling ground balls 

i. Fingers touch the ground 

ii. They can be on their knees or on their feet with bent knees and bent over at the waist 

(baseball ready position) 

d. Game – Hockey 

i. In baseball ready position, bat the ball between your two hands like you are using a 

hockey stick to pass a puck to yourself. 
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Catching 

Fundamentals: 

 Glove open and other hand covers the ball 

 Glove turns over when ball is thrown below waist 

 Fingers on glove point up when ball is thrown above the waist 

 Insist that throws back to the coach should be done overhand, not underhand 

 

1. Drill – Teaching Them to be First Basemen 

a. Set up a player in front of a base 

b. Teach them to put one foot on the base and extended their body and glove towards the thrower. 

 Glove stays facing up 

 If it hits the glove and falls to the ground, that is a good job. 

 They move their glove like a windshield wiper to the left and right. 

 Correct if they turn the glove over when the throw is above their waist. 

2. Drill – Catching Wheel 

a. Throw balls at players at different positions  

 Position 1:  Ball thrown below waist in between their legs 

 Position 2:  Ball thrown below waist to the glove side of their body 

 Position 3:  Ball thrown above waist to the glove side of their body 

 Position 4:  Ball thrown above waist to their chest 

2. Drill – High Fly’s without Glove 

a. Use whiffle or pickles balls for maximum safety 

b. Players catch a thrown ball above their heads with their two bare hands. 
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Base Running 
Fundamentals: 

 Run through first base 

 Do not watch the baseball 

 Must touch every base 

 Run hard 

 

1. Drill - Train 

a. Emphasize the importance of touching every base, no misses.  If you miss you have to go back and 

touch the base before continuing on. 

b. Coach leads a train of players with the coach and players yelling out the name of each base as 

they step on it 

2. Drill - First Base High Fives (running through first base) 

a. Coach stands behind first base with their hand out waiting for a high five 

b. Players run to first and do not stop running until they give the coach a high five, touching the base 

as they run by 

3. Game - Four Base Relay 

a. Have half of the players start at home plate and the other half start at 2nd base. 

b. One player from each team starts running counter-clockwise around the bases.  (The correct 

direction in a game) 

c. Other plays wait for their teammate to make it around and tag them before they run around. 

d. Players must touch each base or they have to go back and touch it. 
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Batting 

Fundamentals: 

 Feet shoulder width apart, parallel and balanced 

 Feet point towards the plate 

 Hands touch and are comfortable.  Line up knuckles, “Knocking Knuckles”, if necessary.  Do not over 

rotate the hands. 

 Bat held straight up with hands as high as your ear 

 Elbows should be relaxed and not pointing up.  Elbow to elbow should form a “V” 

 Little step forward and “squish the bug” with back foot.  Feet should not really move. 

 

1. Drill – Dry Swings 

a. No tee or ball is needed 

b. Players stand facing the coach with plenty of room in between themselves to swing the bat. 

c. Coach demonstrates proper setup of body to swing 

i. Rest bat on shoulder 

ii. Feet shoulder width apart 

iii. Feet point towards plate 

iv. Knees bent slightly 

v. Hands touch and “knocking knuckles” 

vi. Lift bat off shoulder so hands are ear high and bat is pointing straight up.  Elbow to elbow 

should look like a “V”.  Elbows should not be up and pointing at pitcher.  Relaxed and 

ready. 

vii. Shift weight on back foot 

d. Coach demonstrates proper swing from batter ready position 

i. Slight front step 

ii. Swing his with hands 

iii. Head moves from should to shoulder through the swing (eyes on ball) 

iv. Swing through the ball 

v. Do not let go of the bat at any point during the swing 

e. Please slowly take swings going through each motion 

2. Drill – Tee Work 

a. Players set themselves up at tees with a ball under the direction of one or more coaches 

depending on the number of kids working on tees at the same time. 

b. Players DO NOT swing until instructed by a coach.  All players should swing at the same time. 

c. Coaches should remind players at least to get their hands up and weight back before they swing. 

d. All players retrieve their balls on command, after everyone swings, and waits for the coach to 

instruct them to get ready and swing again. 

e. To make this drill safer use plastic balls. 

 


